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Participants - Haplogroups

All European haplogroups covered. Missing: B, C, D, H, M, S



  

WTY Project in Numbers

- 366 Participants

- 409,771 sequencing traces

- 125.8 Million basepairs sequenced

- 65.9 Million bp of Y chromosome DNA was covered

- 180,000 bp average coverage per participant

- 458 previously undocumented Y-SNP markers were found

- 167 Participants didn't find a new SNP in their DNA



  

WTY Coverage Has Increased

New segments were added because they became available from research activities.
Chance of finding a new SNP stays approximately constant because old segments are
extensively explored and chance of finding a new SNP there is decreasing.

3 x 96 well

1x 384 + 1 x 96 well

2 x 384 well



  

Microplate Formats

96 well

384 well

1536 well (unfortunately doesn't fit on Sanger sequencing instrument)

48 x 48 Fluidigm Array
2304 PCR compartments



  

New SNPs Per Sample

Constantly about 
1 ¼ SNPs per WTY



  

Private vs. Public Participation

90% of the participants have chosen “public”

Public participants can review their traces 
and exchange data on the Finch2 platform

only 4 private participants
since last conference



  

Active WTY Support from the Community

- DNA-Forums.org has a sticky thread that informs about new WTY results and
  digests the raw scientific information a bit so that non-specialists can understand
  at least the important new developments.

- Active haplogroup specific WTY projects organize WTY candidates and make
  sure that important branching points will get sampled.

- Active administrators of such projects often know better than FTDNA what 
  changes to the Draft Tree are necessary. They do a good job of informing
  me by e-mail and correcting my errors.

- Some very advanced customers have recently mined public sequencing data
  (e.g. from the 1000 genomes project) and extracted a very good set of SNP
  candidates (Z series). They suggested the most promising markers and even
  helped me to design the primers for them.

A BIG 

                                                                                           You're awsome!



  

What About Next Gen ChrY Sequencing?



  

NimbleGen 385k Enrichment

We developed a custom 385k chip with probes targeting the most Y-chromosome unique 
regions. A 2.1M format would be less specific and would cost more. The number of 
sequenced bases is only determined by the sequencing run. Considering a 1/8th region
454 PTP per person the 385k chip returns the most good quality Y chromosome reads.

Advantages: Long reads (>500 bp)
Proven to work

               454 machine can be optimized by users
 

Disatvantages: Roche/Nimblegen chemistry still very expensive. 
                        Lots of labor. 
                       Doesn't scale & automate well.



  



  



  

Custom NimbleGen 385k Capture Arrays

Don't look very spectacular. Simply glass slides with invisible oligo-nucleotide probes.
Top side can only be determined by reading the barcode in the correct direction.
Acrylic “mixer” on top of slide to hold a thin layer of DNA library solution during the
60 – 72 hours of incubation.



  

Enrichment Chemistry Seems to Work

From 563 to 125602 unique ChrY matching reads per 1/8 region



  

Amelogenin Verifies Y Enrichment Before 454 Sequencing Run

Amel Y raises Autosomal STR markers disappear



  

Library Preparation
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There are different methods to prepare a
genomic DNA library:

- Mechanical shearing (gas nozzle, ultrasonic)

- Enzymatic (transponase, restriction digest, DNAse)

Getting a library size distribution with >500 bp average is challenging

Four genomic libraries
are separated by size
on a 1.5% agarose gel.

The high number of “bands”
appear like a smear in the
gel trace.300
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Confirmation by Sanger Sequencing

Essentially every high quality SNP that we verified was correct this time.

L832



  

Accused of Having Non-Conform DNA to the Reference Genome

YSC0000246...254
(9 incidences)

Confirmed guilty in
YSC0000248 = L777

Not guilty in 2 cases*

6 cases still under
investigation

YSC0000255...274
(20 incidences)

Confirmed guilty in
8 cases. Especially
L764, L841, L842, L843

Not guilty in 7 cases*

5 cases still under 
investigation

YSC0000055...245
(191 incidences)

Confirmed guilty in
49 cases. Especially
YSC0000073 = L826
YSC0000212 = L823

Not guilty in 36 cases*

106 cases still under 
investigation

* In these cases the real jurk is HUGO, the BOSS, because he is the derived one



  

Coverage of a 454 Run

GRC000327 GRC006590 GRC006577 RocheControl

Y coverage Enriched 6,898,053 4,677,054 3,332,045 6,908,153

Y coverage Original 130,826 178,261

Average Y depth Enriched 16.02 3.76 3.12 7.08

Average Y depth Original 1.21 1.35

1/8 Regions Used (enriched) 3 1 1 1

1/8 Regions Used (orig) 1 1



  

Roche 454 Titanium Sequencing Gaskets

Loosing real estate when using multiple regions

Up to 20 Mbp/region       55 Mbp/region           110 Mbp/region          280 Mbp/region

Picotiter plate

Loading gaskets

Run gasket

ChrY 10x coverage
is approx. 600 Mbp



  

Current Run

While I'm just presenting the talk, the first 454 sequencing run with FTDNA customers
is being processed. The first 4 samples are too screaming hot, therefore we likely need 
to re-sequence with less beads. In any case we should get some data to score from this
(Note the key pass rates). We may have first preliminary data Sunday afternoon.

454 sequencing is not quite ready for a real product. If we get to this point, then it will
specifically target FTDNA customers who did already WTY and still didn't find a specific
SNP. This method is still in a very experimental stage!



  

Example Raw Data

In lane 7 of the recent run we have sequenced a Roche control library.
The DNA comes from a male hg I cell line and we enriched it for ChrY DNA
on our Nimblegen 385k array. About 19,000 reads are mapping on the Y chromosome.

Download URL:
http://labgw.ftdna.com/454pub/RocheControl/

Careful! Some files are really huge. You don't need to download all raw data.
If you're unsure, start looking at 
http://labgw.ftdna.com/454pub/RocheControl/mapping/HCDiffsMetadata

If you want to explore the SFF binary file you may want to check out
http://bioinf.comav.upv.es/sff_extract/

http://labgw.ftdna.com/454pub/RocheControl/
http://labgw.ftdna.com/454pub/RocheControl/mapping/HCDiffsMetadata
http://bioinf.comav.upv.es/sff_extract/


  

Primer3 Integration in Finch

Designing a human Y-SNP
primer pair with just 2 mouse
clicks

Almost “foolproof” because 
it automatically creates a
mispriming FASTA library
by BLAST to exclude wrong
regions elsewhere on the 
genome

However difficult regions
still require manual primer
design

Good to screen reliable SNP
candidates because auto
designed primers almost
always work (others not 
so much)



  

Scoring WTY with Complete Assembly



  

New Features on Draft Tree
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